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Key messages 

1. Policymakers often stubbornly repeat the mistakes of 

the past – especially with big IT projects.  

 

2. The in-depth ‘n of 1’ case study is under-rated as an 

analytic approach.   

 

3. Insights from philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein are 

surprisingly relevant to this issue. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Acknowledging inspiration from Hari Tsoukas 

In Buchanan D et al (eds) Handbook of O&M Studies 
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INFORMATING 
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Medicine’s 

Dickensian 

past 

Healthcare’s 
utopian 
future 

THE OLD SYSTEM 
 

Inconsistent 
 

Error-prone 
 

Fragmented 
 

Unaccountable 
 

Inefficient 
 

Doctor-centred 
 

Reactive 

THE NEW SYSTEM 
 

Evidence-based 
 

Safe 
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Accountable 
 

Efficient 
 

Patient-centred 
 

Proactive 
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The policy story 

Central procurement 

Standardisation 

Tight governance 

State-of-the-art security 

Transparency 

Patients at the centre 

NHS IT programmes: competing narratives 

The critical story 

State domination 

Loss of contingency 

Loss of local control 

Loss of workability 

Data overload 

Technology at the centre  



 

 

 

 

 

 



Senior Connecting for Health executive: “Why do 

you have to call it ‘The Devil’s in the Detail’? 
 

Trish: “Because the devil IS in the detail” 
 

Senior CFH executive: “You do realise, this is 

going to be a reputational risk for us?” 



“They live in a world of contracts and 

requirements. That is the kind of world 

they live in”. 

 
  

 Ex GP academic, now advisor to 

commercial IT company 

The interview where 

the penny dropped 



POLITICAL 

CLINICAL 

TECHNICAL 

COMMERCIAL 

PERSONAL 

THE POLITICAL WORLD: SCR is a tool for achieving 

manifesto promises e.g. more efficient public spending 

THE CLINICAL WORLD: SCR 

will improve patient care 

THE TECHNICAL WORLD: 

SCR is an elegant design 

THE COMMERCIAL WORLD:    

 SCR must bring returns 

for shareholders 

THE PERSONAL WORLD: What about my privacy? 

THE ACADEMIC WORLD:  

SCR programme raises huge 

theoretical, methodological and 

philosophical questions which go 

beyond the particular problem of 

national IT programmes.  



-  

1. ‘Modernist’  
 

- Technology centred 
- Futuristic, utopian, hopeful 
- Sanitised, failure-free ‘smart’  
- Large-scale, integrated, and 
increasingly sophisticated 
- Frames ICTs as empowering, benign, 
safe, good match to need 
- Efficiency: savings will occur 

 

 

 
 

4. ‘Change management’ 
-Recognises complicatedness of large-
scale ICT programmes 
-Sees solution in terms of good project 
management / processes 
-Does not recognise or address inherent 
conflicts of interest 
-Often appears as footnote / 
afterthought / appendix   

 

3. ‘Political economy’ 
-Critical academics/clincians 
-Highly critical of the ‘techno-
industrial complex’ 
-Questions effectiveness and 
efficiency claims for ICTs 
-Questions ICT as ‘solution’ 
 

2. ‘Humanist’  
 

- Person-centred 
- Cautious, pragmatic, realistic 
- Explores personal, material and 
ethical aspects of technology use 
- ICTs seen as offering (at best) 
partial solutions to problems 
- ICTs not morally neutral – can be a 
tool of surveillance or control 
 

Competing discourses in NHS IT 



 

• Content of the SCR 

• Opt-out process 

 

• Scale & complexity of NPfIT 

• Multiple stakeholders 

• Insoluble tensions & paradoxes 

different framings / values 

• Complex nature of knowledge 

• Inappropriate change model 

• Balance between ‘hard’ & ‘soft’ 

approaches to change 

• Technical development 

• Clinical engagement 

• What happens at the front line 

• Role of government 

Non-adoption of the SCR 

and HealthSpace has 

numerous, complex and 

interacting explanations for 

which there is no easy fix 





MENU OF SCR REVIEWS 

Keogh / Sadler  

(civil servants) 
 

• Content of the SCR 

• Opt-out process 

Greenhalgh et al 

(independent) 
 

• Content of the SCR 

• Opt-out process     AND 

 

1. Scale & complexity of NPfIT 

2. Multiple stakeholders 

3. Insoluble tensions & paradoxes 

4. Complex nature of knowledge 

5. Inappropriate change model 

6. Balance between ‘hard’ & ‘soft’ 

7. Technical development 

8. Clinical engagement 

9. What happens at the front line 

10.Role of government 



Burns slams Greenhalgh SCR review 
 

"I am pleased that a consensus has emerged about the 

importance of the SCR in supporting safe patient care, as 

long as the core information contained in it is restricted to 

medication, allergies and adverse reactions. Coupled with 

improvements to communication with patients which reinforce 

their right to opt out, we believe this draws a line under the 

controversies that the SCR has generated up to now."   

 

 

Burns S, DoH press release, 11th October 2010 





 

 

 

 

 

 

Research question  

WHY ARE POLICYMAKERS SO RELUCTANT  

TO LEARN FROM HISTORY? 

Study design: re-analysis of mixed-method 

dataset from large, in-depth national case study 



The ‘Yin’ paradigm 

Experimental epistemology 

‘Small n’ sampling 

Theoretical replication 

Theory-building / testing 

Rigour: reproducibility of 

measurement 

In-depth case study: two paradigms 

The ‘Stake’ paradigm 

Constructivist epistemology 

Sample of one 

The case for its own sake 

Narrative / sense-making 

Rigour: authenticity, 

plausibility, criticality 

“What is this a case of?” “What is going on here?” 





“The existence of the experimental method 

makes us think we have the means of solving 

the problems which trouble us, but problem and 

method pass one another by.” 
 

Wittgenstein 

“What is this a case of?” “What is going on here?” 

Generalisation by  

theoretical abstraction 

Generalisation by  

enriched understanding  

of language in context 
Many ‘cases of X’  

predictive statements  

about ‘X in general’ 

Immersion in the detail  

of case X  see more 

when look at case Y 



Senior Connecting for Health executive: “Why do 

you have to call it ‘The Devil’s in the Detail’? 
 

Trish: “Because the devil IS in the detail” 
 

Senior CFH executive: “You do realise, this is 

going to be a reputational risk for us?” 

Senior civil servants do not do DETAIL! 

[Why not?] 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A tiny case  

within the  

HUGE case of  

the NPfIT 

Dr J 

The small IT 

company 

The IT arm of the DoH 

The legacy IT system 

Prettymuch Anytown 

Patients 

Subcontractor 

GPs 



“The people from [IT subcontractor] who came to do the 

pen[etration] testing weren’t briefed properly and we weren’t 

either.  We said to them, we need to understand exactly what 

you want to do and if you think we should do something more 

around security. We were expecting them to access 

HealthSpace and make sure it was secure, see if it was all 

working. But they assumed they were coming to look at our end, 

not check their end. […] It seemed reasonable, but they then 

wanted to test the live system, it’s in operation across the patch 

and we didn’t want them jeopardising the whole system as it’s 

up and running. I was happy to let them have access to 

HealthSpace but then they started up with ‘we just want to let 

this tool run on your network’ and we said ‘yes well no thank 

you, it’s a live network’ and then we thought we didn’t realise 

what they had been told to do was to be targeted towards a live 

system, and they hadn’t realised either. So they went away 

again.”                 Senior manager, Newtown PCT (SR23) 



Patients blamed the software and/or local staff 
 

“…the times I’ve tried to get onto it, it keeps coming up with 

the same thing, ‘your GP isn’t launched yet, your GP isn’t 

taking part in this yet.’ is all it says. […] and the surgery 

manager, she said, ‘Oh I don’t know nothing about that, I’ve 

never heard about it.’” 

 

Person with diabetes (SR04) 



Local staff blamed the patients 
 

“Well there’s definitely data in the table for the Y--- 

surgery, so I don’t know why the person can’t see that, 

maybe if they check their password, make sure they’ve 

done their permissions correctly….” 

 

 

PCT project manager (SR09) 

 

 



Connecting for Health blamed the IT 

company… 
 

“Graphnet, they basically acknowledged that further 

testing wasn’t going to achieve anything and that they 

would need to implement a fix within their system. […]” 

 

   Staff member, HealthSpace team, 

Connecting for Health (SR17) 



…and the GPs and local managers 
 

“…they [Connecting for Health] said this isn’t a 

HealthSpace problem, this is, it looks like it’s a local 

problem so it’s probably because either your GP hasn’t 

uploaded his, your records onto the HealthSpace website 

yet, or it’s something to do with the IT people on your 

local NHS area who are responsible for getting your 

doctor’s records onto the HealthSpace site.” 

 

Person with diabetes (SR04) 



The IT company blamed Connecting for Health 

 
 

“As far as we’re concerned we’ve done everything we 

need to do, and it’s back to them.  Is it overregulation?  Is 

it overtesting?  Probably a bit of both.  We’ve done our bit 

ages ago and for some reason it’s not moving ahead.”   

 

Senior executive, Graphnet (SR22) 

    



Clinicians blamed the relationship between 

CfH and the IT company 

 
 

“Basically it seems to be a Graphnet / Connecting for 

Health axis that is required to resolve it.” 

 

Hospital consultant (SR20) 

    



Key project managers were unsure of their role 
 

“…because the HealthSpace part from our perspective was 

never a formal project, if it had been a formal project, if it 

had been part of Anytown Integrated Records, PID and 

business case, that we were formally integrating 

HealthSpace then…. It’s always been kind of like a side 

thing. I’m only vaguely involved – I just see the emails.” 

 

PCT IT manager (SR19) 



The actors in this case fragment are from different 

‘worlds’. They bring different professional and 

institutional perspectives which are brought to 

bear dynamically, in the here-and-now, as the 

action unfolds.  

 

It is not that anyone disagrees in the abstract 

about what the security standards are. The thorny 

question is whether this subcontractor may be 

permitted access to this system, having turned up 

today with an ambiguous brief.  

Comment 



Keogh / Sadler  

(civil servants) 
 

• Content of the SCR 

• Opt-out process 

Greenhalgh et al 

(independent) 
 

• Content of the SCR 

• Opt-out process     AND 

 

• Scale & complexity of NPfIT 

• Multiple stakeholders 

• Insoluble tensions & paradoxes 

• Complex nature of knowledge 

• Inappropriate change model 

• Balance between ‘hard’ & ‘soft’ 

• Technical development 

• Clinical engagement 

• What happens at the front line 

• Role of government 

TWO COMPETING ACCOUNTS 



“What is this a case of?” “What is going on here?” 

e.g. tension between  

•  central procurement v 

local legacy systems 

•  tight governance bringing 

loss of local control  

etc 

Collect other cases with a  

view to making ‘statistically’  

generalisable statements  

about these phenomena 

The key finding is not that the 

individual actors / organisations 

illustrate generic issues but 

that, through a failure to 

achieve sensemaking, in this 

particular instance they do not 

accomplish anything jointly.   

Authentic, plausible and  

critical account of this case; 

approach to next case is 

more enriched and subtle  



“What is this a case of?” “What is going on here?” 

Focusing on the detail of the fragment thus allows us to 

make the crucial Wittgensteinian frame shift “from a dead, 

mechanically connected world to a living world of responsive 

relations” (Shotter & Tsoukas 2011) 

Central v local 
 

Standardisation v  

contingency  
 

Difficult position of  

the local innovator 

Dr J 
 

Graphnet 
 

Connecting for Health 
 

The PCT IT manager 
 

These patients 



Senior Connecting for Health executive: “Why do 

you have to call it ‘The Devil’s in the Detail’? 
 

Trish: “Because the devil IS in the detail” 
 

Senior CFH executive: “You do realise, this is 

going to be a reputational risk for us?” 

Conclusion 

Policymakers do not learn from history because (especially 

in very large, complicated projects), they continually draw 

back from engagement with the richness of the case in 

order to make it manageable (Gigerenzer’s ‘bounded 

rationality’).  This is the flawed foundation for their hubris. 



hu·bris/ (h)yo obris / Noun 

1. Excessive pride or self-confidence. 

2. (in Greek tragedy) Excessive pride 

toward or defiance of the gods, leading 

to nemesis.  

Karl Weick: “Richness 

restrains hubris” 



Implications   (Milbank Quarterly 2011; 89: 533) 

 

We need to value the single, in-depth case study more 

Academics need to develop more imaginative ways of 

conveying their findings to policymakers, who naturally 

resist engaging with richness 



Thank you for your attention 

Professor Trisha Greenhalgh 



The history of NHS IT policy 

1983     Griffiths Report 

1993     Management Information Systems 

1998     Information for Health 

2000     The NHS Plan 

2000     ERDIP (Electronic Record Demonstration Project) 

2002     Delivering 21st Century IT Support for the NHS 

2004     Better Information, Better Choices, Better Health 

2004     National Programme for IT 

2008     NHS Informatics Review (‘Swindells Report’) 

2010     Liberating the NHS: An Information Revolution 

 


